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from John W. Ritenbaugh

Ecclesiastes
and Christian Living
Part Six: Listening
The previous article completed the first third of the
book of Ecclesiastes. Solomon, having laid the
foundation for the entire book, is now exploring
important details. A brief overview of that foundation may be helpful as we go forward. It is useful
to remember four important points to gain a better
understanding:
1. Ecclesiastes contains no prophecies.
2. It does not present Christ as Savior.
3. It contains no “thus saith the Lord” commands from on high.
4. Satan is never mentioned.
Ecclesiastes is all about quality-of-life issues,
helping us set and follow daily guidelines to direct
our lives. Throughout the book, primarily by means
of comparisons, Solomon helps us to analyze which
choices are better. For the Christian, then, life
comes down to one important question: How shall
I make the best daily use of my calling? Ecclesiastes
helps us to answer this vital question by providing
practical guidelines intended for day-by-day use in
our lives.
We have learned from personal experience that
life is not only merely difficult, but it is also very
much like a convoluted labyrinth. Making right

choices to follow the correct path is not always
easily discerned. Each section of Ecclesiastes that
we have completed to this point has presented us
with overall perspectives and guidelines to give us
principles to live by.
For example, the introduction in the first chapter highlights the apparent meaningless of human
life “under the sun.” Everybody faces what God
clearly exposes in this chapter. Solomon gives two
helpful clues: First, the phrase “under the sun”
indicates a life, regardless of how full and productive it may appear to casual observation, lived with
little thought of God and His purpose for His
creation. What is the lesson? Avoid this!
The second clue is to note that the meaninglessness of human life is apparent. Life is in no way
meaningless to those called of God. It appears
meaningless to casual observation because God
has not yet opened the minds of the vast majority
to remove the spiritual blindness by which Satan
has deluded them.
Thus, to the blinded, life can appear to have no
purposeful direction because the same general
events keep happening over and over again regardless of when and where one lives. It is as
though human life is lived like a hamster on a
treadmill. There is endless activity and movement,
but one gets nowhere. An important overall conclusion can thus be discerned: Ecclesiastes gives
important guidelines to provide direction to the
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called so that they can live their lives purposefully, moving
toward the goal God has revealed. Ecclesiastes is written
especially for their benefit.
Chapter 2 begins to focus on elements of life important
to the purpose God is revealing to the called. Solomon
writes about work, pleasure, and entertainment, and within
each subject, he evaluates what is wise and what is of
lesser value. Here, he first indicates that contentment with
God’s gifts is important to the life of the called. We must
not let our minds wander to what we do not have, a habit
that is particularly destructive to accomplishment. We
must be positively thankful for what we have because what
we have is God’s calling and knowledge of His purpose.
This is a huge benefit.
The third chapter is vital to the called because it decisively inserts God into the flow of life, showing Him
initiating, directing, and judging events in our lives. What
He provides are events or exercises that help prepare us
for His Kingdom. It is a tremendously encouraging chapter. We are not alone! God is personally and deeply
involved in the lives of the called to provide help to fulfill the
purpose toward which He is directing us. His purpose
involves eternity, and thus life has a definite point toward
which He is drawing it. This chapter urges us to get in
harmony with it. It reveals Him as deeply involved in the
timing, both the beginning and ending, of the events of our
lives.
From the inspiring teachings of chapter 3, the next one
returns us to the corrupt world we live and move in. Solomon
reminds us of the unjust courts and the oppressions of this
present evil world. However, he also reminds us that God is
judging, implying that we must not be distraught and allow
ourselves to become caught up in the world’s problems.
We are to stay focused. God is taking care of things.
Solomon also compares work attitudes to allow us to
examine our own and choose which one will produce the
most toward God’s Kingdom. He briefly examines the
workaholic, the lazybones, the balanced man, and the
miser. He also touches on the value of companionship and
cooperation within partnerships, and he admonishes us
briefly about pride, the instability of civic life, and the
fickleness of the public. Once again, he also strongly
suggests that choosing to be content is a necessary quality.
Along these lines, Solomon begins analyzing many daily
life experiences, describing them in such a way as to point
out what the better choices are. While leaving the decisions to us, he provides enough detail that, if we are serious
about pleasing and glorifying God, we will choose this
rather than that.

A Visit to the Temple
After making the observations and comparisons that appear in chapter 4, Solomon pays a visit to the House of God
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to evaluate what he sees reflected in the attitudes and
conduct of those worshipping the Creator God directly
within their relationship with Him. His conclusions are
important to the well-being of the maintenance of this
most-important-of-all relationship:
Walk prudently when you go to the house of God; and
draw near to hear rather than to give the sacrifice of
fools, for they do not know that they do evil. Do not
be rash with your mouth, and let not your heart
utter anything hastily before God. For God is in
heaven, and you on earth; therefore let your words be
few. For a dream comes through much activity, and
a fool’s voice is known by his many words. When you
make a vow to God, do not delay to pay it; for he has
no pleasure in fools. Pay what you have vowed. It is
better not to vow than to vow and not pay. Do not
let your mouth cause your flesh to sin, nor say before
the messenger of God that it was an error. Why
should God be angry at your excuse and destroy the
work of your hands? For in the multitude of dreams
and many words there is also vanity. But fear God.
(Ecclesiastes 5:1-7)
To those whom God has called, nobody is more important than God Himself. This should be self-evident because, to us, God is a reality, a family reality. However, we
are not like those whom Solomon describes in chapter 1,
those to whom life is essentially meaningless. It is not
that the uncalled have no goals in life; that they do not plan
what they will do with their time; that they are not buying
or selling or repairing their homes, going to games or
theaters, or seeking the latest fashions. Most of their lives
are quite busy, involved in the normal activities of marrying, having children, divorcing, taking vacations, repairing
their automobiles, going to work, and returning home at
night to dine and read a book or watch television.
To many of them, involvement in a church is a portion of
life, but God is not a reality to them in the way He must be
to us because we truly believe Him and live by faith in Him.
They may have some awareness and concern about Him.
Yet, through the blood of Christ and the covenant we made
with Him, we have dedicated our lives to Him. Thus, what
God thinks, works on, and is planning are not guiding,
overriding concerns to them as they are to us.
Recall that, in chapter 4, Solomon pays a visit to a
courtroom and comes away critical of what he saw. He
then goes to the marketplace and observes four different
workers and the way they ply their trades. He then
comments on partnership and the instability of civic life. All
the while, he is speaking of the uncalled.
In chapter 5, Solomon visits the House of God. What he
observes leaves him with foreboding thoughts about the
spiritual state of those he saw. Until the specific context

ends, it suggests that he is concerned about whether the
worshippers are truly worshipping God in spirit and in
truth. Chapter 5 directly addresses those whom God has
called.
Perhaps we have seen a television program or movie in
which a family grumpily staggers through dressing for
Sunday morning church, arguing with each other about
what they will or will not wear. They continue on to
services in the family car, either totally silent or bickering
about things that irritate them. Then, as soon as they leave
the car and enter the sanctuary doors, a broad smile
creases their faces, and they are polite to all who greet
them. When they sing a hymn, their eyes are reverently
closed, and on their faces are rapturous expressions, as if
they are about to be transported to heaven itself. When
services are over, they fly out the door and back to the dogeat-dog real world. That quickly, their behaviors and
attitudes return to normal.
All of this is, of course, a huge exaggeration, but it makes
clear that attitudes and conduct can be flicked on or off
depending on whom the person wants to impress. This onand-off attitude toward God is the very kind that is
Solomon’s concern.
Why? Because it indicates unresolved hypocrisy. Undoubtedly, Solomon observed people whom he deemed
were not consistently and faithfully sincere about God in
relation to their lives. The context gives the impression
that their worship of God was confined to their appearance at the Temple on the Sabbath. But what about the
rest of life?

Be Careful to Include God
Each of Solomon’s analyses in chapter 4 involves an
aspect of daily life. Whether the subject is the courts, the
manner that a worker addresses his labors, a partnership,
or a life of public service, he makes not even a single
mention of God. By way of contrast, where does God fit
into the lives of those he observes in chapter 5?
It is interesting that, in the New King James Version,
verse 1 begins, “Walk prudently when you go to the house
of God.” The King James Version reads, “Keep your foot
when you go to the house of God.” Prudently indicates
“with care.” “Keep your foot” can just as easily be
translated as “watch your step,” which is also a warning to
be careful. Careful of what? Following the previous chapter where God is not even hinted at, chapter 5, in which
Solomon is observing people going to the House of God,
implies a warning to be careful not to leave God entirely out
of life.
More positively, we can also take it as an admonishment
to make sure that we strive to keep Him actively involved
in our lives because at baptism we gave Him a solemn
promise always to submit to Him in every facet of life. We

have been converted to serve Him. Recall Jesus’ admonition in Luke 14:26-27:
If anyone comes to Me and does not hate his father
and mother, wife and children, brothers and sisters,
yes, and his own life also, he cannot be My disciple.
And whoever does not bear his cross and come after
Me cannot be My disciple.
Thus, before committing our lives to Him in baptism, we
are strongly counseled that we must count the cost of Him
being first in our lives.
Were the attitudes and conduct of those whom Solomon
observed such that they were robbing God of the reverence, honor, and respect that He deserves? Were their
acts of worship perfunctory, insincere, and hypocritical?
Our so-far cursory reading of the context has provided us
with a clue: Solomon does not direct the admonishment of
chapter 5 toward those who have no relationship with God
at all, but he focuses it on those who do have a relationship
with Him. They have specifically gone to the House of
God, ostensibly to continue the relationship.
However, additional information reveals that, though
they have good intentions, their minds wander easily. They
find it hard to focus, to give Him their full attention, and to
follow through in obedience. This is another gentle reminder to the called of God that in our lives everything
matters. Going to the House of God is most definitely not
a time to lose focus and let down in our discipline.
To help drive this thought home, notice the next phrase
in verse 1. It speaks of those who “draw near to God” but
who “give the sacrifice of fools.” “Draw near” clearly
describes people who are doing something about their
relationship with God, which shows a good intention. The
word “sacrifice” indicates something given in the behalf of
another, as Christ sacrificed His life in our behalf.
The subject here, though, is a foolish sacrifice. Christ’s
sacrifice was not foolish in the least. These sacrifices are
not merely foolish, however, because Solomon immediately elevates them to a far more serious level: as evil.
English synonyms for the underlying Hebrew word translated as “evil,” are “bad” as a modifier and “wickedness”
as a noun. Thus, what these people—who have a relationship with God and who are making a sacrifice in attending
Temple services—are doing is far more dangerous than
they appear to understand.
Strong’s Concordance adds that the Hebrew word
behind “evil” combines both the deed and its consequences, indicating injury both to the perpetrator and to
those around him. Solomon is saying that whatever these
people are doing will do nobody any good. It is especially
grievous in its effects to those who have a relationship
with God because their actions either begin or sustain a
destructive course.
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Solomon’s Counsel
We need to consider the counsel Solomon gives because it
provides specific insight into the evils these people were
committing. He says in verse 1, “Draw near to hear.” In verse
2, he advises, “Do not be rash with your mouth,” as well as,
“let not your heart utter anything hastily before God” and
“let your words be few.” In verse 3, he states, “A fool’s
voice is known by his many words.” Finally, back in verse
2, he counsels humility, “for God is in heaven, and you on
earth.” This comment implies that whatever they were
doing was more serious than it appeared on the surface.
His initial counsel involves hearing, so we will look at
several scriptures on that subject and its importance to us.
Jesus says in Matthew 13:8-9: “But others fell on good
ground and yielded a crop: some a hundredfold, some sixty,
some thirty. He who has ears to hear, let him hear!” He
gives the same sobering admonition in Matthew 13:41-43:
The Son of Man will send out His angels, and they will
gather out of His kingdom all things that offend, and
those who practice lawlessness, and will cast them
into the furnace of fire. There will be wailing and
gnashing of teeth. Then the righteous will shine forth
as the sun in the kingdom of their Father. He who has
ears to hear, let him hear!
The first command to hear lies in the Parable of the
Sower and the second in the Parable of the Wheat and
Tares. Both have the same urgent sense and end with
exclamation points, emphasizing urgent seriousness. The
instruction on hearing in the Parable of the Sower is quite
clear. Consider these factors in what Jesus said: The seed
is the Word of God, so what the sower cast was good. In
addition, the human soil the seed fell upon was also good.
However, one factor is still beyond the sower’s power.
The soil, that is, the person the seed fell on, has the power
to allow or reject the seed’s taking root by choosing to
listen or not. That singular choice is of particular importance at this point in the parable. The same conclusion is
true in verse 43 concerning the hearer choosing the Lake
of Fire or the Kingdom of God. When Jesus uses the term
“hear,” He means more than just hearing audible sound;
we also “hear” as we read His Word. He is thus emphasizing that people have the power to shut off hearing
completely even though the Word of God enters their ears
or their eyes and He has opened their minds to grasp it. It
is the individual’s responsibility to hear, consider, and then
accept or reject it.
Mark 4:23-25 contains the same urgent warning, but he
adds an additional truth that is important to us, a second
lesson:
“If anyone has ears to hear, let him hear.” And He
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said to them, “Take heed what you hear. With the
same measure you use, it will be measured to you; and
to you who hear, more will be given. For whoever has,
to him more will be given; but whoever does not have,
even what he has will be taken away from him.”
The lesson is that, not only must we first consciously
turn on our hearing in order to be converted, but we must
also selectively choose from among all we hear and
thoughtfully accept or reject. In others words, we must
discipline ourselves to be selective in order to grow,
overcome, and glorify God.
Why are these elements of our conversion so important?
Romans 10:16-17 provides a condensed foundational reason: “But they have not all obeyed the gospel. For Isaiah
says, ‘Lord, who has believed our report?’ So then faith
comes by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.”
Hearing may very well be our highest responsibility in our
relationship with God because we must live by faith
(Hebrews 11:38), and faith begins and is sustained by
hearing. A blunt conclusion at this point is that hearing is
serious business for the children of God.

Our Words Reveal the Heart
Now notice what God says about speaking:
Proverbs 10:19: “In the multitude of words sin is not
lacking, but he who restrains his lips is wise.”
Proverbs 17:27: “He who has knowledge spares his
words, and a man of understanding is of a calm spirit.”
James 1:19: “Therefore, my beloved brethren, let every
man be swift to hear, slow to speak, slow to wrath.”
James 3:2: “For we all stumble in many things. If
anyone does not stumble in word, he is a perfect man,
able also to bridle the whole body.”
Each of these well-known scriptures says essentially
the same thing, and many others touch similarly on this
subject, though less directly. So many verses give similar
counsel about speech that one cannot help but understand
the importance that God places on being careful about
what we allow to leave our mouths. Matthew 12:35-37
drives this point home:
A good man out of the good treasure of his heart brings
forth good things, and an evil man out of the evil treasure
brings forth evil things. But I say to you that for every
idle word men may speak, they will give account of it in
the day of judgment. For by your words you will be
justified, and by your words you will be condemned.

Speaking is a major aspect of character, providing a
clear window into our hearts. A quotation often mistakenly
attributed to Abraham Lincoln is apropos to the passage in
Ecclesiastes 5:1-7: “Better to remain silent and be thought
a fool than to speak and remove all doubt.” What sets
Solomon’s counsel apart from other verses on speaking is
that the others are good advice for relationships in general.
Solomon’s verses, however, are focused directly on a
person’s relationship with God.
What do we talk about when we are before God?
Before going any further, we should clarify the nature of
being “before God.” Solomon says that we must not forget
that God is in heaven and we are on earth, implying His
sovereignty. Yet, he also mentions going to the House of
God, implying a specific place and time we go before God.
Is Solomon’s main concern here on God’s sovereignty or
on the specific place? Since the unwritten but over-arching
theme throughout Ecclesiastes is that everything in life
matters, his main concern here is a gentle reminder that we
are always before God.
The main issue of his counsel is not the number of words
we say, though we are cautioned to be neither rash nor
hasty, so our words should be few. Rather, the main thrust
of his counsel lies in verses 4-7. His concern is whether we
thoughtfully follow through and keep our promises regardless of when, where, or to whom they are made, that is,
unless following through would cause us to sin. The major
sin that he is concerned about, despite not being directly
stated, is ultimately the matter of hypocrisy.
Hypocrisy is misrepresenting who and what we really
are. Solomon’s concern is probably not deliberate hypocrisy but forgetfulness and carelessness in our witness. In
other words, we cannot allow ourselves to let slip from
our minds who we are and whom we represent. It is a
matter of not being as disciplined and focused as we
need to be. Focus is that important to the proper use of
faith. Do we ever “let our hair down”? Is it possible that
we display hypocrisy because we are not as zealous as we
need to be?
Notice the string of clues in the terms he uses to reveal
that undisciplined carelessness is the root of the problem,
which triggers hypocrisy, a sin that a person can fall into
without effort. He uses “fools” (three times), “rash,”
“hastily,” “do not let,” “do not delay,” “error,” “excuse,”
and “words be few.” Overall, he paints a picture of a
person of undisciplined mind who prattles about whatever
amuses him at the time without considering the effects of
what he is saying. He is later caught and exposed by, as
Solomon says, the messenger of God.
I Peter 1:13 and James 1:22 provide sound counsel
about what must be done to eliminate the accusations of a
loose tongue. I Peter 1:13 charges us to, “Gird up the loins
of your mind,” and James 1:22 adds, “But be doers of the
word, and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves.” Re-

maining focused on achieving the goal set before us to
follow through in obedience to God will meet the responsibility of paying all our vows to God.
Sometimes, it slips our minds that we made a covenant
with God, and in return for our pledge, gave Him our lives
as living sacrifices. That covenant seals our holy promise
to Him that, if He will forgive our sins based on our
repentance and faith in Christ’s sacrifice, we in turn will
devote our lives in service to Him. Thus, we must keep our
wits about us because, though God is merciful, everything
should matter to us.
The “messenger of God” Solomon mentions is anybody
or any circumstance that triggers the revelation in our
minds that we have sinned or are continuing in a sin. Thus,
Solomon is showing that God is faithful to bring the
knowledge of our sins to mind so that we might repent, and
that, of course, causes us a measure of disappointment that
we have once again fallen short and failed to honor and
glorify God.

A Summation at the Halfway Point
In order to fit within the context of the preceding verses,
“dreams” in verse 7 does not mean the random mental
activity a person has while sleeping and over which he has
little or no control. Rather, it indicates the wanderings of a
person’s mind while seemingly fully awake—in other
words, daydreams. For the most part, daydreams are
nothing but sheer vanity, time-wasting drifts of the mind
that lead nowhere positive. While daydreaming, we are not
focused and disciplined, which is the opposite of what God
desires of us.
Something else is of interest here. This verse contains
both the major concepts that the book begins with, that is,
vanity and the thought or goal the book ends with, “Fear
God and keep His commandments, for this is the whole
duty of man.” Halfway through the book, Solomon is
directly declaring what the urgent aim of every life needs
to be. We need to proceed from the meaninglessness of
an under-the-sun life to the fulfillment of life’s purpose
through fearing God, as shown in living an over-the-sun
life.
The way to get and stay right with God is encapsulated
in these seven verses. It can be stated in three simple
principles:
1. Do not just hear God, listen to Him carefully with
focused attention.
2. Speak with a matching level of focused attention.
3. Follow through in obedience to what we vowed
when we committed ourselves to making the New
Covenant.
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A tension exists in what Solomon counsels us regarding our relationship with God. Though we may not think
of it all the time, we understand that, for our own good,
God demands our highest allegiance. We willingly accept that because we believe the gospel, knowing who
He is and what He offers us. However, being human,
we are sometimes easily distracted. There are times
that we would rather do almost anything else short of an
outright sin than to listen attentively to what God says.

Constant Distraction
The next section covers Ecclesiastes 5:8-12:
If you see the oppression of the poor, and the
violent perversion of justice and righteousness in a
province, do not marvel at the matter; for high official
watches over high official, and higher officials are
over them. Moreover the profit of the land is for all;
the king himself is served from the field. He who
loves silver will not be satisfied with silver; nor he
who loves abundance, with increase. This also is
vanity. When goods increase, they increase who eat
them; so what profit have the owners except to see
them with their eyes? The sleep of a laboring man is
sweet, whether he eats little or much; but the abundance of the rich will not permit him to sleep.
Matthew 19:21-24 adds an important truth to help us
understand these verses:
“If you want to be perfect, go, sell what you have
and give to the poor, and you will have treasure in
heaven; and come, follow Me.” But when the
young man heard that saying, he went away sorrowful, for he had great possessions. Then Jesus
said to His disciples, “Assuredly, I say to you that
it is hard for a rich man to enter the kingdom of
heaven. And again I say to you, it is easier for a
camel to go through the eye of a needle than for a
rich man to enter the kingdom of God.”
First, the rich young man was so preoccupied by his
material wealth that he really did not hear that Christ
was offering him eternal life. Second, anything of this
earth that we truly treasure can potentially influence us
to so increase our fear of losing it as to cause us to
choose not to hear Christ. The treasure does not have
to be money. Third, no matter how great the distractive
power of what we consider valuable, God stands ready
to save us from it. Jesus did not say it was impossible.
No doubt, Solomon wants to help us with this spiritual
struggle. He uses money as his main illustration because
everybody easily relates to it. However, he does not
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introduce the subject of money until Ecclesiastes 5:10.
Instead, he writes of social injustice within the worldly
system we live and function in. Why? Because the
system itself is a constant source of distraction through
its constant barrage of news reports in which we hear
of social injustice. Most often, the poor are its targets.
He cautions us not to be astonished by the vanity of
all this injustice, but at the same time, he wants us to be
aware of it. He does this in verse 8 by mentioning “a high
official watches over a high official, and higher officials
are over them.” He seems to be saying that from bottom
to top, the entire system is corrupt; every stratum of the
culture struggles to make its way by taking advantage of
others. Nevertheless, none of this injustice is an excuse
for us to involve ourselves in the “everybody’s doing it”
routine and sin too.
A key to understanding what Solomon is driving at is
the word translated “watches.” In Hebrew, the term
can be used either positively or negatively. Positively, a
person watches to protect or help, and negatively, he
may have circumstances under surveillance to gain
personal advantage from them. The present context is
definitely negative. Solomon is still describing the selfcentered attitudes of those “working” the system. Like
their political leaders, ordinary citizens also greedily
watch to gain the best and most for themselves. Their
approach is not to serve and share. Verse 9 confirms that
this self-centered attitude goes all the way to the top—
to the king. He, too, is served by the corrupt system.
God has deemed it our responsibility to prepare for
His Kingdom by overcoming, growing, and being loyal to
Him and His way within such a circumstance as Solomon
describes in these last few verses. Our hope is promised
in Isaiah 9:6-7:
For unto us a Child is born, unto us a Son is given;
and the government will be upon His shoulder. And
His name will be called Wonderful, Counselor, Mighty
God, Everlasting Father, Prince of Peace. Of the
increase of His government and peace there will
be no end, upon the throne of David and over His
kingdom, to order it and establish it with judgment
and justice from that time forward, even forever.
The zeal of the LORD of hosts will perform this.
The solution to this present evil world is on the
horizon, but it will not come until Jesus Christ is here
with us on earth. Thus, God has willed that we must deal
with the corrupt and unjust system that now is, looking
forward in hope to the relief of Christ’s return.
In Christian love,

P
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Baruch’s COMPLAINT
Part Two

I

n Part One, we looked at the desperate straits into which God placed the king and the people
of Judah on the eve of her fall to the Babylonians.
Baruch, Jeremiah’s scribe, certainly an intelligent
and perhaps a prominent man in his own right, was
born in these dire times. He was not above sounding
off about his situation. Jeremiah 45:3 states Baruch’s
complaint: “Woe is me now! For the LORD has added
grief to my sorrow. I fainted in my sighing, and I find
no rest.”
The Scriptures do not quote Baruch’s complaint
directly. Rather, it comes to us through God’s recitation. Maybe Baruch verbalized these exact words.
It is more likely, through, that he was an inveterate
grumbler—a typical Israelite, chronically registering
his discontent to Jeremiah using various peevish
words. In this passage, God may have simply distilled them into a kernel, as it were, Baruch’s discontent in a nutshell.
A SCROLL TOO LONG
Jeremiah 36 may provide clues about what was
behind Baruch’s complaint. God tells Jeremiah in
verses 2-4:
“Take a scroll of a book and write on it all the
words that I have spoken to you against Israel,
against Judah, and against all the nations, from
the day I spoke to you, from the days of Josiah
even to this day. It may be that the house of

Judah will hear all the adversities which I
purpose to bring upon them, that everyone may
turn from his evil way, that I may forgive their
iniquity and their sin.”
Then Jeremiah called Baruch the son of Neriah;
and Baruch wrote on a scroll of a book, at the
instruction of Jeremiah, all the words of the
LORD which He had spoken to him.
The plot thickens. In verse 5, Jeremiah tells
Baruch, “I am confined, I cannot go into the house of
the LORD.” Jeremiah had upset the apostate leadership so much that they had forbidden him to enter the
Temple precincts. Jeremiah, therefore, delegates
Baruch as his proxy, as related in verses 6-7:
You go, therefore, and read from the scroll
which you have written at my instruction, the
words of the L ORD , in the hearing of the
people in the L ORD ’ S house on the day of
fasting. And you shall also read them in the
hearing of all Judah who come from their
cities. It may be that they will present their
supplication before the LORD, and everyone
will turn from his evil way. For great is the
anger and the fury that the LORD has pronounced against this people.
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So it was that Baruch comes to read from the scroll
“in the upper court at the entry of the New Gate of the
LORD’S house, in the hearing of all the people” (verse
10). Temple officials are quick to get wind of this, and
just as quickly, notify the princes. They, in turn, tell King
Jehoiakim about the scroll, which by this time has fallen
into their possession. The king orders Jehudi to read it.
As he does so, the king himself cuts pieces of the scroll
off, casting them into a nearby fire “until all the scroll
was consumed in the fire . . .” (verse 23).
The destruction of the scroll is emblematic of the
king’s arrogant rejection of its message. Verse 24 tells
us the Jewish leaders “were not afraid, nor did they tear
their garments.” To add insult to injury, the king orders
the arrest of Jeremiah and Baruch, a command that is
never executed because God has hidden them (verse 26).
What do Jeremiah and Baruch, now in hiding, do?
Verses 27-28 provide the answer:
Now after the king had burned the scroll with the
words which Baruch had written at the instruction
of Jeremiah, the word of the LORD came to Jeremiah,
saying: “Take yet another scroll, and write on it all
the former words that were in the first scroll which
Jehoiakim the king of Judah has burned.”
Verse 32 testifies of this second scroll:
Then Jeremiah took another scroll and gave it to
Baruch the scribe, the son of Neriah, who wrote on
it at the instruction of Jeremiah all the words of the
book which Jehoiakim king of Judah had burned in
the fire. And besides, there were added to them
many similar words.
This second scroll, then, is even longer than the first.
All this transcribing is tedious work, carried out as it is
under perhaps less-than-optimum conditions, since
Jeremiah and Baruch are in hiding somewhere. It had to
be done carefully and accurately. After all, some or all
of these words became canonized Scripture, what we
now call the book of Jeremiah. These were not man’s
words, but God’s.
Baruch has quite a bit of responsibility on his shoulders. The effort may have discouraged Baruch as well
as physically fatigued him, resulting in his griping, “The
LORD has added misery to my pain.”
DANGEROUS RECIPE
Whatever may have been the reason, Baruch asserts,
“Woe is me.” God instructs Jeremiah how he is to
respond to Baruch’s complaint:
Thus you shall say to him, “Thus says the LORD:
‘Behold, what I have built I will break down, and
what I have planted I will pluck up, that is, this
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whole land. And do you seek great things for
yourself? Do not seek them; for behold, I will bring
adversity on all flesh. . . . ’” (Jeremiah 45:4-5)
God puts things into perspective for Baruch by making clear His intention and purpose. He has set His hand
to bring about a major change in “this whole land.” The
rhetoric we find here is similar to what we encounter in
Genesis 6:7-8 about the Flood.
So the LORD said, “I will destroy man whom I have
created from the face of the earth, both man and
beast, creeping thing and birds of the air, for I am
sorry that I have made them.” But Noah found
grace in the eyes of the LORD.
The parallels between Noah and Jeremiah are remarkable. God protected Noah and his family in the ark
while the world as they knew it was being destroyed.
Likewise, God had taken action to protect Jeremiah and
Baruch, hiding them away as the sun was setting on
Judah. The catastrophe to come was immense in scope:
All the civilizations of that time were in various stages
of unraveling, being uprooted by God Himself.
God cuts through the smoke, that is, through any excuse
Baruch may offer for wishing to end his service to
Jeremiah and, through him, to God. Jeremiah 45:5: “But as
for you, do you seek great things for yourself? Stop
seeking!” (Holman Christian Standard Bible [HCSB]).
We may surmise why Baruch sought “great things”
for himself. First, he may have considered himself wellpositioned to take advantage of unstable times, times of
war. Having come from a prominent—or perhaps,
once-prominent—family, he may have had the capital
with which he could fund significant investments. He
may have been well-connected in the society of his day.
He was obviously educated. He understood that
knowledge, properly leveraged, becomes power. And
knowledge he had, in spades. As the secretary of God’s
prophet, he was an insider’s insider. He knew what God
was doing. A significant piece of that knowledge was
that God had committed himself to protect Jeremiah in
troubled times. After all, had he not himself transcribed
God’s words, recorded in Jeremiah 1:17-19? God is here
commissioning Jeremiah:
“Therefore prepare yourself and arise, and speak
to them all that I command you. Do not be dismayed before their faces, lest I dismay you before
them. For behold, I have made you this day a
fortified city and an iron pillar, and bronze walls
against the whole land—against the kings of Judah,
against its princes, against its priests, and against
the people of the land. They will fight against you,
but they shall not prevail against you. For I am with
you,” says the LORD, “to deliver you.”
(continued on page 14)

ready answer

“Be ready always to give an answer . . .” I Peter 3:15

Passover of the
Most High God
Blessed be Abram of God Most High, Possessor of heaven and earth;
and blessed be God Most High, who has delivered your enemies into your hand.
—Genesis 14:19-20

A

t the Constitutional Convention in 1787, Benjamin Franklin addressed
President George Washington, passionately pleading to begin each day of the
Convention with prayer to ask for assistance from heaven and a blessing on their
deliberations. One section of his address is relevant to us in contemplating Passover:
Mr. President, . . . I have lived, sir, a long time, and, the longer I live, the
more convincing proofs I see of this truth—that God governs in the affairs of
men. And if a sparrow cannot fall to the ground without His notice, is it
probable that an empire can rise without his aid? We have been assured, sir,
in the sacred writings, that “Except the Lord build the house, they labor in
vain that build it.” I firmly believe this; and I also believe that without His
concurring aid we shall succeed, in this political building, no better than the
builders of Babel.
At first glance, this address contains little to connect it with Passover, but notice
the long-term conclusion that Franklin reached—that God governs in the affairs
of men. This is a foundational facet of the Passover observance, a truth that
undergirds all other lessons and meanings of the Passover.
A Handful of “Firsts”
Genesis 14 documents what is probably the first recorded Passover observance,
though it is not directly named as such. In summary, the events of Genesis 14 and 15
are precursors to the Passover and Night to be Much Observed in Egypt, 430 years
later. Genesis 14 first relates the story of Abram’s pursuit of the various kings who
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had taken Lot captive and his victorious return. Then
Abram is met by Melchizedek, King of Salem:
Then Melchizedek king of Salem brought out
bread and wine; [H]e was the priest of God Most
High. And [H]e blessed him and said: “Blessed
be Abram of God Most High, Possessor of
heaven and earth; and blessed be God Most
High, who has delivered your enemies into your
hand.” And he gave [H]im a tithe of all. Now the
king of Sodom said to Abram, “Give me the
persons, and take the goods for yourself.” But
Abram said to the king of Sodom, “I have raised
my hand to the LORD, God Most High, the
Possessor of heaven and earth, that I will take
nothing, from a thread to a sandal strap, and that I
will not take anything that is yours, lest you should
say, ‘I have made Abram rich’. . . .” (Genesis
14:18-23; emphasis ours)
Melchizedek seems to appear out of nowhere,
without any warning. There are a couple of points to
ponder concerning this mention of Him. Aside from a
prophecy in the Psalms, this is the sole reference to
Him until the book of Hebrews. Not only is this the
Bible’s first appearance of Melchizedek, but it is also
the first time that a priest is mentioned. Furthermore,
despite Melchizedek being called a priest, the text
makes no mention of sacrifices—understandable since,
as the One who would later be called Jesus Christ, He
had no need for propitiation to come before God on
another’s behalf.
Notice also that the priest approaches the man on
behalf of God, and not the other way around. This
illustrates that God initiates the relationship and not
man (John 6:44). It is impossible for man to worship God
properly without His involvement first. We see
Melchizedek bringing bread and wine, the symbols of the
New Testament Passover, rather than a lamb and bitter
herbs that were used in the Passover in Egypt. (As an
aside, “bread” here is a very general term in Hebrew,
referring to either leavened or unleavened bread.)
A Superlative Title
Another “first” appears here: This is the first time
God’s title of “Most High” is used. It is used four times
in this section on the eve of this Passover. It is profitable
to spend some time considering this title because of its
connection with Passover. Understanding how and
where this divine title is used will help us realize how
much of a blessing the Passover is to us.
Both Melchizedek and Abram tack on the
description, “the possessor of heaven and earth.” It is
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easy to gloss over it, but we should consider the nature
and the character of that “Possessor.” A landlord may
possess a piece of property yet not care a whit about
the tenants so long as the rent is paid. This, however, is
not the way the Most High feels about His possessions.
It is apparent from the rest of the Book that His
ownership includes more care and concern for His
possessions than we can fathom. His governance in the
affairs of men springs from His will and purpose,
which, despite human failure to understand them, can
be described only as good.
Melchizedek ties the title “possessor of heaven and
earth” with the fact that He delivered Abraham’s
enemies into his hand, showing just how interested the
Most High God is in the affairs of men. He is
interested enough that He will show Himself strong on
behalf of His people and will judge the unrighteous.
Without exception, whenever “Most High” is used in
Scripture, God is shown blessing His people with
whatever is needed for His perfect will to be
accomplished, whether that blessing is of knowledge,
physical provision, or especially defense and
deliverance from enemies. He blesses His people with
His perfect personal involvement.
The New Testament records a striking example of
this. In Luke 1, the angel tells Mary that her Son will
be called “the Son of the Highest,” the New Testament
equivalent of “the Son of the Most High.” It is the
same title. Just a few verses later, the angel tells Mary
that this would take place because “the power of the
Highest”—or the power of the Most High God—
“would overshadow” her.
Again, we see God’s people being blessed with His
involvement in order to bring His perfect will to pass.
In this case, His blessing includes the supernatural
conception of the Son of God, which, as God promised
Abraham, will end up being a blessing to all of mankind
(Genesis 12:3). This sort of implication is made
whenever the title, “the Most High,” is used.
Examples in the Psalms
The Psalms contain a few examples of how this title is
used. The first is in Psalm 77:10-15:
And I said, “This is my anguish; but I will remember
the years of the right hand of the Most High.” I will
remember the works of the LORD; surely I will
remember Your wonders of old. I will also meditate
on all Your work, and talk of Your deeds. Your
way, O God, is in the sanctuary; who is so great a
God as our God? You are the God who does
wonders; You have declared Your strength among
the peoples. You have with Your arm redeemed

Your people, the sons of Jacob and Joseph.
In this passage, we see that the “right hand of the
Most High” involves all of His works, all of His
wonders, all of His doings. Remember, this is the
“Possessor of heaven and earth,” and His right hand is
continually involved in the work of “possessing.” It
means more than just “owning”; it implies “keeping” in
the sense of “tending” or “managing.”
Specifically, verse 15 shows that the right hand of
the Most High is used for redemption—such as
securing the freedom of Lot when he was foolishly
living in a sinful place. We see redemption in the
protection of Abram when he attacked what was most
likely a superior force. Redemption appears again when
God slew the firstborn of Egypt and protected His
people from the death angel.
We clearly experienced redemption when God
blessed us with the forgiveness of our sins through the
substitution of the sinless life of the Son of the Most
High. We commemorate this redemption each year
with gravity because of the tremendous meaning, but
also with joy and thankfulness because God is
governing in the affairs of men, and especially in the
affairs of His people. He blesses us with everything
necessary for us to take on His image, and the
Passover represents the beginning step of that blessing.
Psalm 78:17-22 contains another example of this
extraordinary title:
But they sinned even more against Him by
rebelling against the Most High in the wilderness.
And they tested God in their heart by asking for
the food of their fancy. Yes, they spoke against
God: They said, “Can God prepare a table in the
wilderness? Behold, He struck the rock, so that
the waters gushed out, and the streams
overflowed. Can He give bread also? Can He
provide meat for His people?” Therefore the
LORD heard this and was furious; so a fire was
kindled against Jacob, and anger also came up
against Israel, because they did not believe in
God, and did not trust in His salvation.
This example also relates various works of the Most
High’s providence, but it carries a negative tone
because of the people’s unbelief and distrust. God
blessed Israel with water in the desert, manna every
day for forty years, and everything else that they
needed. This was after He had delivered them from
Egypt, led them between walls of water, and destroyed
the might of the world’s greatest empire. The people,
though, would not believe that the Possessor of heaven
and earth would govern His creation favorably for

them! They would not believe because He was not real
enough to them.
Do we believe? Do we trust in the salvation process
that the Most High is leading us through? Do we
believe in His deliverance? Do we believe in His ability
and willingness to bless us with whatever we need to
be a part of His Family—even to the point of providing
a Lamb without blemish to take away our sins? Is there
any righteous work that He will not perform or any
good thing He will not provide for His people?
Do we trust in His nature and His unassailable
character? Israel did not, and as a result, provoked the
Most High to wrath. They created their own selffulfilling prophecy. Because they did not believe God,
they believed that things would turn out badly, and in
not believing Him, things turned out badly!
In the same way, those who tend toward pessimism
usually prove themselves right because the pessimism
clouds their view of God and thus their belief of and
trust in Him. When that happens, as with Israel, they
run the great risk of provoking Him to wrath. People
see either God or the negatives, and whichever one
they see determines their trajectory.
Deliverance from Enemies
Genesis 14:20 provides another aspect of the Most
High: “And blessed be God Most High, who has
delivered your enemies into your hand.” This exchange
with Melchizedek, right before the Passover evening,
occurred on the heels of Abram returning victorious
from a fight against multiple kings and their armies.
Protection and deliverance from enemies are conclusive
themes in the biblical use of the title, “Most High.”
Christians should consider this in relation to their
enemies. Ephesians 6:12 reminds us that our fight is not
with the people arrayed against us, but with the
principalities, powers, rulers of the darkness of this age,
and spiritual hosts of wickedness. These are the
enemies who sow division within the church, who
encourage offense to be given and taken, who fan the
rumor mill, who stir the pot of circumstances, who
work in the background to distract God’s people from
what truly matters.
Especially before Passover, it seems, the fiery darts
of the wicked one fly and find their marks on any
whose armor is deficient. These principalities often to
try to convince God’s people that they are not good
enough, that they are not worthy. They hold up sins as
evidence, trying to blackmail Christians into giving up.
The Most High, though, blesses us with protection, if
we ask for it. He blesses us with forgiveness, if we ask
for it. Is there any righteous work God will not perform
or any good thing He will not provide for His people?
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Another enemy is the one we all face within: the
carnal man, the old man, the flesh. This part of us will
probably never completely die until we are incorruptible
spirit beings, but we can hold it at bay through God’s
strength. All of our human efforts and setting of our
wills would be useless without the Most High giving the
victory.
In Romans 7, after Paul bewails the continual struggle
he finds within himself, he asks, “Who will deliver me
from this body of death?” (verse 24). He answers his
own question: “I thank God—[He will deliver me] through
Jesus Christ our Lord!” (verse 25). Once again, we see
Christ, the Lamb, being provided as a blessing from the
Most High as a means of deliverance.
The last enemy is death (I Corinthians 15:26). It will
not be overcome until everything else has been
overcome, and this does not happen until the
resurrection from the dead. Our resurrection—our

prophecy watch

Baruch’s Complaint

(continued from page 10)

What an insurance policy—underwritten by God Himself! Baruch well may have thought that, if he did not seek
to use the unstable situation to his benefit, he did not
deserve greatness. Add a little ambition to the mix, and you
have a recipe for covetousness.
STOP SEEKING
GREAT THINGS FOR YOURSELF
While we do not know the specifics, Baruch apparently
sought to take advantage of highly turbulent times, leveraging the knowledge he had in order to turn a profit. God
did not mince words: “Stop seeking.” He urges Baruch to
read the words he had transcribed for Jeremiah and to
heed their warning, not underestimating the enormity of
the changes that were in the wings. Jeremiah would
shortly see Jerusalem in flames; Baruch would see it in
ashes. Great things—fame, notoriety, and money—would
do Baruch no good in circumstances totally unlike the days
of the fathers, when God had uprooted everything.
Baruch appears focused—maybe even fixated—on
himself. He wants to aggrandize himself, bestowing “great
things” on himself. In this regard, it is interesting to note
the promise that God issues to Baruch: His life. That is
all—just his life.
Jeremiah 45:5 reads, “. . . I will give your life to you as
a prize in all places, wherever you go.” The HCSB renders
it as, “. . . grant you your life like the spoils of war.” The
Common English Bible states it as, “I will let you escape
with your life.”
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victory over death—is possible because our Forerunner,
our Captain, went before us and blazed the trail
(Hebrews 2:10). He is called the firstborn from the
dead, showing that others will likewise rise from the
dead. Thus, we see the Most High providing the life,
death, and resurrection of His Son as a blessing to us so
that we can follow in His footsteps, and even have the
great enemy, death, delivered into our hands.
The Father’s title of “Most High” first appears in the
context of Passover, and when we understand the
meaning and depth of that title, it greatly enhances our
appreciation of it. In short, the Passover is a blessing
that He gives to us so that we can be victorious. We
would do well to remember the words, the wonders, and
the works of the Most High as He actively possesses
heaven and earth and governs in the affairs of men—
especially the affairs of those He has called.
—David C. Grabbe

Three other times God uses this type of terminology, in
all cases as a way of stressing His capability of preserving
life in a wartime situation. For example, in Jeremiah 21:9,
God promises life to those in Jerusalem who surrender
peacefully to the Babylonians: “He who remains in this city
shall die by the sword, by famine, and by pestilence; but he
who goes out and defects to the Chaldeans who besiege
you, he shall live, and his life shall be as a prize to him” (see
also Jeremiah 38:2; 39:18).
The implication of God’s promise to Baruch is twofold.
First, God connects Baruch’s life with war. War and
struggle would characterize his life. Baruch would continue to live as a blessing of God in the midst of a highly
unstable environment, not apart from that environment, not
in a state of immunity from its hardships. While many
others would lose their lives, property, or freedom in the
troubles that lay just ahead, God promises that He will
preserve Baruch’s life.
Second, the clause “wherever you go” hints that
Baruch’s would be a life “on the move.” Perhaps he would
even be fleeing for his life at times. His life would not be
a settled one behind a white picket fence in suburban
Jerusalem. The rest that Baruch wanted, mentioned in
Jeremiah 45:3, would not come in this life: It would come
later.
It was the worst of times. The winter of despair chilled
Baruch. Yet, God promises him his life, if he will refocus
his priorities on God’s work, not on seeking fame for
himself. It is motivation that Baruch seems to have taken
to heart.
—Charles F. Whitaker

NEWS AND TRENDS

Rudderless Leadership in U.S. Foreign Affairs
American conservatives, particularly those who advocate a
strong foreign policy, suspect that the Barack Obama administration is allowing the nation’s foreign affairs and defense
strategy to fall behind reality. While the United States is still
overwhelmingly powerful compared to even its closest
military competitor, it is neither omnipotent nor exempt from
folly or the effects of deterioration of forces, aging materiel,
or strategic incompetence. Adding to the fatigue of U.S.
armed forces—America has been at war continuously since
2001, and its troops are stretched thin all over the world—
recent White House foreign policy decisions have made the
U.S. appear weak, ineffective, and unprepared to counter
regional powers like China and Russia.
Among the most recent of such decisions is President
Obama’s response to the crisis in Ukraine. In his annexation
of Crimea, Russia’s President Vladimir Putin skillfully played
the unrest in Ukraine into an expansion of Russian territory,
as well as securing the anchorage of his nation’s Black Sea
fleet. In response, the U.S. spoke tough but did little. It
imposed sanctions on a few individuals associated with the
Putin regime, and the Pentagon sent 600 troops into Poland,
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania for military exercises, hoping
to signal NATO allies that American commitments to them
are firm. Finally, the Navy returned the frigate USS Taylor—
one ship!—to the Black Sea, and that was to replace the
departing USS Donald Cook.
In late July of last year, U.S. Secretary of State John
Kerry attempted to restart the peace process between Israel
and the Palestinians. An April 29, 2014, deadline was set to
establish a broad outline for an agreement, but when that day
came and went, talks broke down and have not resumed.
American officials put most of the blame on Israel, citing its
continuing approval of new settlements in the West Bank and
East Jerusalem. That, however, is only half the story. The
Jerusalem Post reports that Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu told Kerry, “I want peace, but the Palestinians
continue to incite, create imaginary crises, and avoid the
historical decisions necessary for a real peace.” Indeed, the
Palestinians made no concessions, indicating that they only
wanted to force Israel to release imprisoned militants.
The main reason the talks failed, however, may be the
Obama team’s inability to be a reliable broker. State Department officials have repeatedly disparaged Netanyahu through
leaks and off-the-record background remarks. Obama himself has reneged on his “redline” pledges on Syria’s chemical
weapons, a critical point for Israelis. In addition, the administration has treated as without force congressionally approved assurances on Israeli settlements that former President
Bush gave to Israel in 2004—even going so far as to claim
that those assurances simply do not exist! Israeli leaders, at
least, cannot rely on insipid and even hostile American
support.

In addition, the U.S. under Obama has done nothing to
counter China’s growing aggression, particularly toward
America’s own Asian allies. It has done little to hinder
Iranian and North Korean efforts to enrich uranium for
nuclear weapons. Throughout Syria’s civil war, the world’s
lone superpower has been without solutions, certainly unhelpful, and even mostly absent. After liberating Libya from
Colonel Khadafy, the administration dithered when terrorists
rioted, allowing them to kill four Americans in Benghazi
while rapid reaction forces waited in vain for orders to
attempt a rescue.
Charles Lipson, a political science professor at the University of Chicago, writes in a May 19, 2014, Chicago
Tribune editorial, “America’s meltdown abroad”:
We face three much larger issues. First, America’s
credibility has been shredded by feckless promises and
vacuous threats. That’s what happens when you draw
bright red lines in Syria and Ukraine and your enemies
goose step over them without paying a heavy price.
Second, nobody has any clear idea of America’s global
strategy. That worries allies, emboldens enemies and
raises the risks of war. Third, it will be hard to reverse this
decline because America is overstretched financially,
growing slowly and tired of endless, fruitless conflicts.
As he writes later in the article, “In short, [Obama] needs
to stop lurching, rudderless, from crisis to crisis, outmaneuvered by [foreign adversaries].” The usually supportive
Washington Post editorial board agrees, recently opining,
“President Obama has led a foreign policy based more on
how he thinks the world should operate than on reality.” The
record reveals that his “reset” of American foreign policy
and military strategy after George Bush’s unilateralism and
interventionism needs itself to be reset before American
weakness gains further momentum.
Essayist Ralph Waldo Emerson wrote in Self-Reliance,
“An institution is the lengthened shadow of one man,” a
truism in government as it is in a family, business, education,
or religion. At this time, led by Barack Obama and his team
of progressive politicians, the United States reflects the
weakness and inconstancy of its leadership. However, it is
not an irreversible condition. Manasseh and his son, Amon,
were horrible kings of Judah, but Josiah helped to restore
some of the kingdom’s lost luster (see II Kings 21-23).
As difficult as it may be, who knows if America’s next
president will slow the nation’s seemingly inevitable slide from
its former strength? If so, he will have to take a page from
Josiah’s book: He will have to start by turning the people’s
hearts back to God. In this culture, it will not be an easy task.
—Richard T. Ritenbaugh
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B ible Study

The Miracles of Jesus Christ

Should We Ignore Our Feelings of Guilt?
After Jacob’s ten sons sold their brother, Joseph, into slavery in Egypt, they spent two decades haunted by an
ever-present feeling of guilt. Whenever Egypt was mentioned, they experienced a pang of culpability for what they
had done. The English Romantic poet, William Wordsworth, poignantly expresses the mood of this menacing
memory: “From the body of one guilty deed a thousand ghostly fears and haunting thoughts proceed.”
Most people believe sin occurs only between themselves and some impersonal, arbitrary law made up in former
times to keep people from enjoying themselves. The only reason today’s youth seem to have been given for
moral integrity is “because the church says the Bible tells us so.” For this reason, many waste their time trying
to undermine the credibility of Scripture and the authority of the church. If they can overturn them, they
reason, they will be free to have all the fun non-Christians supposedly have.
In this progressive culture, people believe that morality changes from age to age and culture to culture. Society
decides what is right and wrong. Under this reasoning, sin depends on the circumstances of the moment. Through
the media and entertainment, the world promotes quite a different level of moral acceptability than God’s
standards, illustrating Proverbs 14:12: “There is a way that seems right to a man, but its end is the way of death.”

• • • • • • •
1. What is guilt? How does it relate to sin?
COMMENT: Numbers 15:31 defines guilt as breaking God’s
commandments: “Because he has despised the word of the
LORD, and has broken His commandment, that person shall
be completely cut off; his guilt shall be upon him.” Guilt is
a condition, a state, or a relationship. It is the result of two
forces drawing different ways. At one point stands righteousness, and at the other, sin. In the Old Testament, the
ideas of sin, guilt, and punishment are so interwoven that
it is impossible to describe one without mentioning the
other two. Sometimes one word is used interchangeably for
the others.
The apostle John writes, “Whoever commits sin also
commits lawlessness, and sin is lawlessness” (I John 3:4).
The Greek word for “sin” is hamartia, an archery term for
“missing the mark.” We could say that sin is not just making
an error in judgment in a particular case, but missing the
whole point of human life; not just the violation of a law, but
an insult to a relationship with the One to whom we owe
everything; not just a servant’s failure to carry out a master’s
orders, but the ingratitude of a child to its parent.
The state of sin is a surrender of freedom; it is like being
enslaved to a drug. Like a chemical addiction, sin can
become an unshakable habit, so that every next time makes
it easier to absolve ourselves of guilt. Even petty sins, if
numerous enough, can immobilize us until they completely
harden our hearts.
2. What happens to our sense of sin when God’s standards
seem no longer to be valid?
COMMENT: For an answer, all we need to do is take a look at
our global society—its violence, sexual immorality, greed,
stealing, and lying resulting in mass deaths, horrible diseases, rampant fraud, massive distrust, and misery. Why is
it like this? “Where there is no revelation [divine vision], the
people cast off restraint; but happy is he who keeps the law”
(Proverbs 29:18). This is why the standard of right and

wrong can only come from one who is perfect––our Creator,
the Almighty God.
The apostle Paul writes in Romans 7:14 that God’s law is
spiritual. The average person, however, considers laws as
strictly physical guidelines that were invented to restrict him.
But in the widest sense of the word, man’s relationship to God,
affected by sin, is what constitutes guilt. Sin separates us from
God (Isaiah 59:2), and guilt is the result of that separation.
3. What are the effects of ignoring guilt?
COMMENT: A couple of examples of guilt will help clarify its
effects. One is Cain’s despondent complaint to God after he
had slain Abel. “Cain said to the LORD , ‘My punishment is
greater than I can bear!’” (Genesis 4:13). The word “punishment” includes both the sin committed and the guilt attached to it. Guilt assures us of eventual misery.
Another example is that of Joseph’s brothers, who were
late to recognize their guilt in selling Joseph into slavery.
They probably felt their guilt in varying degrees all along,
but it was not until they felt threatened by receiving the
consequences that they admitted it. “Then they said to one
another, ‘We are truly guilty concerning our brother, for we
saw the anguish of his soul when he pleaded with us, and
we would not hear; therefore this distress has come upon
us’” (Genesis 42:21). Their guilt had separated them from
God, their brother Joseph, and even from their father, Jacob.
In the Psalms, it is apparent that willful and persistent sin
can never be separated from guilt or from consequent
punishment. Notice Psalm 69:27-28: “Add iniquity to their
iniquity, and let them not come into Your righteousness. Let
them be blotted out of the book of the living, and not be
written with the righteous.” David writes of the wicked in
Psalm 109:7, “When he is judged, let him be found guilty.”
Ignoring guilt does not make it go away. A penalty of sin
must be paid. Unless we submit to God and accept Christ’s
sacrifice for our sins, we will pay the ultimate price––our lives!
––Martin G. Collins

